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guiding principles

1 housing

2 public access

3 two-level labor

4 integration and connection with Beijing

5 micrcosm of city
project attitude

the street is public space in China

the typical Chinese plaza can be subdivided to increase public access

private enterprise does not mean the loss of public space
Shougang  Forbidden City  CBD

FUTURE  PAST  PRESENT
east-west axis
The ShouGang factory
6,400,000m²

The CBD of Beijing
7,100,000m²
The ShouGang factory
6,400,000m²

The Peking Campus
1,200,000
axis and main roads
other main roads
preserved/reused landscapes and structures
mixed programmatic bands
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HOW TO USE THE BOUNDARY

River
Railway
Barr Park

Tunnel goes on the bank, connecting the east side of the river to the west side.

Riverfront
Barr Park

Tunnel
Up
Down

For
Dirq
How to deal with the deer and the main street?

1. Cut down the noise, put shops down the shops.

2. Put a dense of green around the monorail.
Then increase the main street just beside the green.